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Sunlight Supply Selects BookIT® for Room Scheduling  

 
HAWTHORNE, N.Y. — November 16, 2017 — BookIT, a division of BTX Technologies, is an engineering 

team dedicated to the continued development of room scheduling technology.  Lewis Audio Visual is a 

26-year-old AV integration company headquartered in Oregon.  Today, it was announced that Lewis 

Audio Visual deployed BookIT at one of the largest horticulture companies in North America, Sunlight 

Supply.   

 

Sunlight Supply is a manufacturer and distributor of specialty gardening supplies for indoor, hydroponic, 

organic and greenhouse gardening.  When opening their new corporate offices in the Port of 

Vancouver’s Centennial Industrial Park, they engaged Lewis Audio Visual to find them an efficient and 

cost-effective way to manage their conference room facilities.  

 

Sunlight Supply’s new World Headquarters provides office and work space to hundreds of employees, 

including more than a dozen conference rooms where BookIT has been installed for reserving any 

conference room on their network.   

 

“We specified BookIT for Sunlight Supply because of the product’s incredible ease of use,” said Curt 

Nelson, System Designer at Lewis Audio Video.  “If you’ve ever invited someone to a meeting from 

Outlook, then you already know how to use BookIT.  That is the kind of transparent and intuitive 

technology integration that can truly benefit Sunlight Supply in terms of time savings, money savings and 

efficiency.  As an integration company, it is critical to note that the PoE design, centralized management 

portal and absence of middleware made configuration and installation smooth, simple and seamless.” 

 

“As you can imagine, with hundreds of employees, efficient conference room utilization is important to 

us.  Before we had BookIT installed, we were constantly interrupting each other’s meetings and 

searching for available conference rooms,” said Aaron Onidi from Sunlight Supply.  “BookIT eliminated 

these issues. And because of BookIT’s integration with Outlook, there was no change in workflow for our 

users.  I also love the BookIT Portal, which allows me to manage and control all configurations from a 

central location.  We couldn’t be happier with the choice we made in BookIT.” 
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ENDS 

About the BookIT Division of BTX Technologies: 
BTX Technologies is a 50-year-old manufacturing and distribution company headquartered in NY.  The BookIT division of BTX 
consists of an elite engineering group dedicated to the advancement and ongoing development of the BookIT Room Scheduling 
System.  The team’s design philosophy is to integrate powerful features while keeping the user experience naturally 
intuitive.  BookIT is also designed with simple installation in mind, with many elegant mounting options available.  BookIT is sold 
globally and is available in 7 languages.  For more information, please visit www.bookit.tech. 
 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/bookit_tech 
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/btxtechnologies 
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